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ABSTRACT

Dependability analysis for this class of embedded systems,
such as for instance probabilitstic Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (pFMEA) [17, 4], is hence inevitably also software
dependability analysis. It has been shown that stochastic
model checking [13J is an effective tool to support system
dependability analysis, including pFMEA. While standard
stochastic model checking tools such as PRISM [20J and
MRMC [22J can determine whether or not a given stochastic
model satisfies a property specification given by a stochastic temporal logic formula, they cannot provide diagnostic
information in case the property is not satisfied. Such diagnostic information, also referred to as counterexample, is
however crucial to determine which sequences of events carry
a large amount to probability mass that lead to a property
violation, such as reaching an undesired system state. Counterexample generation is a quintessential part of probabilistic systems analysis. It forms the basis of counterexampleguided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) in stochastic model
checking [19J. In [6J we demonstrate how to use visualization
techniques in order to support the human user in analyzing
counterexamples to localize causal factors of errors, which
also greatly enhanced our pFMEA work [4J.

The generation of counterexamples for probabilistic model
checking has been an area of active research over the past
five years. Tangible outcome of this research are novel directed and heuristic algorithms for efficient generation of
probabilistic counterexamples, such as K* and XI3F. In this
paper we present an empirical evaluation of the efficiency of
these algorithms and the well-known Eppstein's algorithm.
\Ve will also evaluate tlte effect of optimisations applied to
Eppstein, K* and XI3F. Additionally, we will show, how information produced during model checking can be used to
guide the search for counterexamples. This is a first step
towards automatically generating heuristic functions. The
experimental evaluation of the various algorithms is done by
applying them to one case study, knwon from the literature
on probabilistic model checking and one case study taken
from the automotive industry.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.S [Software EngineeringJ: Software/Program Verification; I.2.S [Artificial Intelligence J: Problem Solving,
Control Methods, and SearchHeuristic methods

1.1
General Terms
Algorithms, Reliability, Verification

1.

Related Work

In percursory work [5, 3, 9, 8, 11, 16, 18, 14, 25J we and
others have addressed this shortcoming by devising algorithms that compute counterexamples for various stochastic
models and different stochastic temporal logics.
Some approaches consider counterexamples to be a set of
computation paths that need to be enumerated until a specified probability threshold is exceeded, in which case this
set is a witness for the property violation. The algorithmic problem to be solved here is a k-shortest paths Problem
(KSP), where the shortness of the paths to be collected is
interpreted as the probability mass carried by the selected
execution paths. This approach has been chosen in [lSJ to
compute counterexamples for Deterministic Time Markov
Chains (DTMCs) and for Continuous Time Markov Chains
(CTMCs). We chose a similar approach to compute counterexamples for Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [3, 9J.
Another group of approaches considers a counterexample to
be given by a subgraph of the stochastic model, referred to as
diagnostic subgraph, and not by sets of execution paths. We
have chosen this approach in [SJ to compute counterexamples
for DTMCs and CTMCs. The path enumerating approaches
rely on the use of variants Eppstein's algorithm [15J for solving the KSP. The modification of Eppstein's algorithm proposed in [21J performs better in practice, and when we men-

INTRODUCTION

A characteristic of embedded systems is that they consist
of hardware and software components, where the software
component controls the behavior of the hardware component. In embedded automotive systems, for instance, the
software is often attached to electronic control units, which
then control the behavior of hardware components such as
actuators or sensors. A typical example for such a system is
an airbag control system, which we have described in more
detail in [4J.
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controller system is presented in Sec. 3. The results of our
experimental evaluation of the different approaches are presented in 4. We conclude in Sec. 5.

tion implementations of Eppstein in this paper we mean to
refer to the implementation according to [21J. We have proposed K* as an alternative KSP algorithm in [7, 3, lOJ which
is an on-the-fly algorithm. This means that it is not necessary to store the complete MDP model in main memory, but
that the parts to be explored will be generated on demand.
Also, K* is heuristics guided. Both enhancements give K'
a performance advantage over Eppstein when the models to
be analyzed are very large, as we have shown in [9J.
The subgraph computation approach that we have proposed relies on the use of an extended Best-First algorithm
(XBF) which is an extension of the well-known Best-First
search strategy (BF) [24J. XBF explores the state space of
the model on-the-fly searching for diagnostic paths. This
approach has the advantage of giving a much more compact representation of the counterexample than the path
enumeration approach, since counterexamples in stochastic
model checking can contain millions of paths, in the worst
case. Due to the nature of MDPs the subgraph approach
cannot be used for the generation of counterexamples for
MDPs. Notice that the path enumeration approach allows
us to directly compute the probability of every path in the
counterexample, and hence the counterexample in total. For
the subgraph based approach it is necessary to use a probabilitstic model checker to determine the counterexample
probability.
Other approaches use regular expressions [14J to represent
counterexamples, a similar approach was taken in [25J where
counterexamples were interpreted as pairs of words.

1.2

2.

COUNTEREXAMPLE GENERATION

2.1

Notion of Counterexamples

For the sake of simplicity, we consider here upper bounded
properties which require the probability of a property offending behavior not to exceed a certain upper probability
bound. In CSL [2, 13J such properties can be expressed by
formulas of the form PSp(<p), where <p is path formula specifying undesired behavior of the the system. Any path which
starts at the initial state of the system and which satisfies <p
is called a diagnostic path. A counterexample for an upper
bounded property is a set X of diagnostic paths such that
the accumulated probability of X violates the probability
constraint ::; p.
A good counterexample is easy to comprehend and provides the needed diagnostic information, hence the quality
of the counterexample is dependent on the size of the set of
diagnostic paths, since a small number of paths is easier to
comprehend then a large number.

2.2

Generation of Counterexamples

In the following subsections, we discuss the algorithms
used for the generation of the counterexamples.

2.2.1

Contributions

eXtended Best-First

eXtended Best-First (XBF) is an extension of the wellknown Best-First search strategy (BF) [24J. XBP explores
the state space of the model on-the-fly searching for diagnostic paths. It does not explieitly compute the set X of
diagnostic paths forming the counterexample. Instead it
computes a sub-graph of the state space of the model which
covers this set, called diagnostic sub-graph. The diagnostic
sub-graph is selected incrementally. Once the selected diagnostic sub-graph covers enough diagnostic paths so that
the accumulated probability exceeds the given upper probability bound, XBF terminates and produces the diagnostic
sub-graph as a counterexample. A more comprehensive description on how XBF can be used to generate counterexamples can be found in [3J.

In this paper we present the idea of the X-optimization
technique, which is to add all counterexample traces found
by a KSP based approach into a diagnostic subgraph. Using this technique we gain the advantage of the diagnostic
subgraph approach as yielding a compact representation of
counterexamples. We refer to the algorithms K* and Eppstein combined with X-optimization as XK' and XEppstein.
A further idea presented in this paper is that data which
was produced during the model checking process, can later
on be used as a heuristic to guide the counterexample search.
The objective of this paper is to present a comprehensive
experimental evaluation of the above described algorithmic
approaches by applying them to a number of case studies
well known from the literature. In particular, the contributions of this paper are:

2.2.2

K-Shortest-Paths

A k-shortest-paths (KSP) based approach considers counterexamples to be a set of computation paths that need to
be enumerated until a specified probability threshold is exceeded, in which case the property is violated.
The KSP based approaches have several advantages over
an XBF approach, such as:

• We illustrate the advantage of using K* as an on-thefly algorithm compared to Eppstein.
• We demonstrate the advantage of adding the X-optimization to KSP approaches by comparing XK* with K*
and XEppstein with Eppstein.
• We compare KSP algorithms, specially KO and XK*,
with XBF.

1.3 Structure of the Paper

1. An XBF based approach includes diagnostic traces
which are suboptimal or which indicate an insignificant probability among the selected diagnostic subgraph. On the other hand, a KSP approach allows
more control over which diagnostic traces are added
to the counterexample improving the quality of the
counterexamples.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In
Section 2 we describe the foundations of our counterexampIe generation approaches. The case study of an embedded

2. Some counterexamplc analysis could benefit from the
individual listing of diagnostic traces.

• We show how information that is produced during the
model checking process, can be used as heuristic to
guide the search for an counterexamplc.
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intervention.

Meanwhile, KSP based methods for counterexample generation have a big scalability drawback as shown in the experiments in Section 4. This drawback has mainly two reasons. The first reason is that classical KSP algorithms, such
as Eppstcin's algorithm, require that an exhaustive search
is performed initially on the state transition graph in order
to determine the shortest path tree. The use of K' allows
us to overcome this problem. The other reason is that a
KSP based approach has to individually deliver all diagnostic traces which are needed to produce the counterexample. This results in a performance bottleneck in KSP
based methods since the number of diagnostic traces needed
to form a counterexample can be enormous [18J whereas the
counterexample provided by a XBF based approach includes
all diagnostic traces induced by the selected diagnostic subgraph. \Ve illustrate this effect using the following example.

3.
3.1

Embedded Control System

This case study models an embedded control system based
on the one presented in [23]. The system consists of a main
processor (M), an input processor (1), an output processor
(0), 3 sensors and two actuators. The input processor I
reads data from the sensors and forwards it to M. Based
on this data, M sends instructions to the output processor 0 which controls both actuators according to the received instructions. This model, which we refer to as Embedded, is translated by PRISM into a CTMC C comprising 8,548 states and 36,041 transitions (model parameter
MALCOUNT = 8).
Various failure modes, such as the failure of I, M or 0,
or sensor or actuator failures, can lead to a shutdown of the
system. We want to check, whether the probability that the
system shuts down within one hour, does not exceed the
probability p. One hour corresponds to 3,600 time units as
we take one second as the basic time unit in our model. In
CSL, this property reads as P<p(true US;S,600 down). For
the initial state, PRISM computes the actual probability of
this property to be 3.0726 E-4. This required approximately
0.3 seconds and 314.4 KB. We applied the various algorithms
in order to generate counterexamples for the upper-bounded
property PS;S.0726E-4 (true U:$3,600 down).

EXAMPLE 1. Let R be a diagnostic trace which includes
one run of some cycle. If a KSP based approach finds R,
then it adds the probability of R to the counterexample probability. However, an XBF based appr-oach would add the
probability of all diagnostic traces induced by the states and
transitions of R. All diagnostic traces which run the cycle
for an arbitrary number of times are included. XBF includes
the total probability of these traces at once, while a KSP appr-oach concerns itself with enumerating them one-by-one.

2.2.3 X-OptimizationJor KSP
The X-optimization technique that we now describe mitigates this problem, although it does not completely solve
it. The idea of this optimization technique is to add all
diagnostic traces found by a KSP based approach into a
diagnostic subgraph, which is then considered as the counterexample. The probability of the countercxample is computed using a stochastic model checker whenever the diagnostic subgraph grows by q per cent (in our experiments
q = 20%). Using this technique we gain the advantage of
diagnostic subgraphs, as being a compact representation of
counterexamples. We also avoid the drawback of XBF of
adding diagnostic traces which indicate insignificant probability. We refer to the algorithms K* and Eppstein combined
with X-optimization as XK* and XEppstein.

2.2.4

CASE STUDIES

3.2

NVRAM Manager

This case study models the non volatile random access
memory manager (NVRAM Manager) from the AUTOSAR
automotive open system architecture [1]. The NVRAM module [12] provides the central memory management of AUTOSAR control units and ensures the data storage and maintenance of non volatile data according to the individual requirements in an automotive environment. An example for
such a requirement is to handle concurrent access to the
memory. A job scheduler with one queue for write- and
one for read-jobs, is the central part of the NVRAM Manager. The application can add new jobs through application
programming interface (API) calls. The job processing is
controlled by a cyclic operating system task, which can be
concurrent to the API calls of the application.
We require that the probability of a read overflow, that
is an overflow of the queue that handles the read jobs, does
not exceed p. In CSL, this property reads as Psp(true U:$!O
over flow_read = 1). Using PRISM, we obtain 0.1694 as the
actual probability bound for the initial state of the model.
We applied the various algorithms in order to generate counterexamples for the upper-bounded property P S O.1694(true
USl O overflow_read = 1).

Heuristics Jor Counterexamples Jor MRMC

The Markov Reward Model Checker (MRMC) [22J is a
model checker for DTMCs and CTMCs. MRMC operates
completely on the explicit-state space unlike PRISM, which
uses symbolic data structures. This makes it easier for our
explicit-state search algorithms to benefit from the information which MRMC attaches to the states during the model
checking. The search algorithm can use this information to
guide the search. MRMC computes a probability vector p
when it is used to check a property Pwp( 'P) on a Markov
chain M. The vector p indicates the probability of all paths
which start at s and satisfy 'P for each state s. Formally,
it holds that pes)
Pr-;t('P). This probability indicates the
likelihood of reaching a target state starting from s. The
vector p can be used to guide the search algorithm along the
states which lead to target states with high probability. We
can easily do that by using p as a heuristic function. We set
h = P in the evaluation function of XZ. It is important to
note that this heuristic will be available as a side product of
the model checking step without additional computational
cost. It is also produced automatically, without any human

4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We assess the different counterex<lmple generation algorithms using the following criteria. In the experiments we
first record runtime and memory consumption as a function
of the counterexample probability mass. The higher the
probability mass, the more search effort is needed, and Lhis
then gives us a good feeling for the computational efficiency
of the algorithms. Notice that hence the computational effort depends on the probability bound given in the property
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specification. We then assess the counterexample quality
by relating increasing counterexample probability with the
counterexample size. We measure the counterexample size
by counting the numbers or states and transitions forming
the diagnostic subgraph for XBF, and the unique numbers
of states and transitions encountered in the counterexample
path set for K'. The smaller the counterexample, the easier
it is for a human to comprehend, and hence we assume that
smaller counterexamples are of higher quality.
All experiments presented in this section were made on a
machine with an Intel Core i5 CPU (2.67 GHZ)l and 8 GB
RAM. Java code was executed by the Java runtime environment JDK 1.6.

4.1
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Figure 1: Counterexample generation for P<3.0726E-4
(true U9,600 down) on Embedded - runtim;

Embedded Control System

We applied the algorithms XBF, K*, XK', Eppstein and
XEppstein to the Embedded Controller System model from
Section 3 in order to generate counterexamples. We considered here the same property P9.0726 E-4 (true U 9 ,600 down)
as described in Section 3. Remember that 3.0726 E-4 is actually the total probability Pr (true U9,600 down). In the
experiments we do not use heuristic estimates in either XBF
nor in K* or XK*. In other words, the trivial heuristic function h = 1 is used.
The results of this experiment are illustrated in Figures 1,
2, 3 and 4. The X-axis indicates the probability of the counterexample which has been selected so far. Figures 1 and 2
show the runtime and memory effort needed by the various algorithms. Figures 3 and 4 show, for each algorithm,
the size of portion of the state transition graph which has
been explored to provide a counterexample carrying a certain amount of probability, as well as the size of the counterexample.
The performance gap between XBF and KSP algorithms
is relatively small. The reason for this is that the property probability of this model is distributed across a relatively small number of diagnostic paths. Therefore, KSP
algorithms were capable of selecting them quickly. We can
observe that Eppstein incurs high overhead costs, in both
runtime and memory consumption, before it delivers a counterexample. This is explained by the fact that Eppstein's
algorithm has to explore the entire state transition graph
before it can deliver the first diagnostic path. Note that this
observation applies to both Eppstein and XEppstein. Meanwhile, K* and XK* start to provide counterexamples much
earlier after exploring considerably smaller portions of the
state transition graph. This, of course, reduces the memory
consumption of both K* and XK*.
The X-optimization resulted both in better runtime behavior and a minor advantage in the memory consumption,
that is, when comparing XK* with K' and XEppstein with
Eppstein.
Although the KSP algorithms performs well for this model,
the performance of XBF is still the best. It takes the least
time and consumes the least memory. It also explores the
smallest section of the state transition graph. The KSP algorithms, in particular XK* and XEppsteins, provide smaller
counterexamples than XBF, as shown in Figure 4.
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4.1.2

NVRAM Manager

because our implementation does not employ parallelism.

IThe CPU had got 4 cores, but we do not exploit them
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Here we consider the case study of the NVRAM Manager from Section 3.2. We use the algorithms XBF, K*,
XK*, Eppstein and XEppstein to generate a counterexample
for the property PSO.1694(true USlO overflow_read = 1).
We recall that 0.1694 is the total probability Pr (true USlO
overflow_read = 1).
The results of the counterexample generation are illustrated in Figures 5, 6, 7 and 8. The X-axis indicates the
probability of the counterexample which has been selected
so far. Figures 5 and 6 show the runtimc and memory effort
needed by the various algorithms. Figures 7 and 8 show,
for each algorithm, the size of portion of the state transition
graph which has been explored to provide a counterexample
carrying a certain amount of probability and the size of the
countercxample.
By comparing the curves of K* and Eppstein and their
respective X-optimizations in Figures 5 and 6, the benefit of the X-optimization is obvious. The comparison also
shows that there is no significant difference between K* and
Eppstein, respectively XK' and XEppstein. This is due to
the fact, that K* and XK' have to explore about the same
amount of the state transition graph as Eppstein and XEppstein, which can be seen in Figure 7
Meanwhile, we see that XBF clearly outmatches K*. The
reason for this is that K' was overloaded by the enormous
number of diagnostie paths necessary to achieve a significant counterexample probability. Although we significantly
inlproved the efficiency of both K' and Eppstein by using
the X-optimization, XBF is still more efficient- However, the
counterexamples provided by XK' or XEppstein have about
the same size than those provided by XBF, as illustrated in
Figure 8. This means that the counterexample quality is
equal.
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Embedded Control System

We examine the Embedded model from Seetion 3 after
converting it to MRMC. We applied XBF with and without
heuristic (XBF and UXBF), K' with and without heuristic
(K* and UK*), K* with and without X-Optimization (XK*

and XUK*), and Eppstein with and without X-optimization
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(XEppstein and Eppstein) in order to generate counterexamples.
We considered here the same property P<3.0726E-4 (true
U<3,600 down) as described in Section 3 and that was used
for the evaluation with Prism 4.1. Remember that 3.0726E4 is actually the total probability Pr (true U9,600 down)
The results are shown in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12. The Xaxis indicates the probability of the counterexample which
has been selected so far. Figures 9 and 10 show the runtime and memory effort needed by the various algorithms.
Figures 11 and 12 show, for each algorithm, the size of portion of the state transition graph which has been explored
to provide a counterexample carrying a certain amount of
probability and the size of the counterexample.
We observe that the heuristic caused a minor disadvantage
in terms of runtime if it is used in combination with XK*
(see Figure 9). The heuristic improved both the memory
consumption and counterexample quality for K* and XBF
as shown in Figures 10 and 12. XBF is still superior in terms
of runtime and memory, but both Eppstein and K* provide
counterexamples with a higher quality, that is a smaller size.
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We examine the NVRAM Manager model from Section 3.2
after converting it to MRMC. We applied XBF with and
without (UXBF) heuristic, K* with and without (UK*) heuristic, K* with and without X-Optimization (XK* and XUK*), and Eppstein with and without X-optimization (XEppstein) in order to generate counterexamples.
The results are shown in Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16. The
X-axis indicates the probability of the counterexample which
has been selected so far. Figures 13 and 14 show the runtime and memory effort needed by the various algorithms.
Figures 15 and 16 show, for each algorithm, the size of portion of the state transition graph which has been explored
to provide a counterexample carrying a certain amount of
probability and the size of the counterexample.
Figure 13 shows, that the use of the X-optimization improved the runtime of K* and Eppstein significantly. The
use of the heuristic improved the memory consumption for
K* and XK* as can be seen in Figure 14. The reason behind the observation that the heuristic does not lead to a no-
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ticeable improvement in runtime is that K' was overloaded
by the enormous number of diagnostic paths necessary to
achieve a significant counterexample probability and therefore had to explore the same size of the state transition graph
as Eppstein (see Fig. 15).
In terms of runtime and memory XBF is still superior to
all other algorithms. In terms of quality, that is counterexample size (Fig. 16 ), the heuristic improves the quality of
the counterexample generated by XBF. K* and Eppstein do
deliver counterexamples with about the same quality.
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CONCLUSION

Counterexample generation methods based on KSP search
sometimes provide smaller counterexamples. However, conventional KSP algorithms, like Eppstein's algorithm, do not
scale to models with realistic size. Our directed KSP algorithm K* represents an efficient and scalable alternative for
these algorithms. Nevertheless, counterexample generation
methods based on XBF are much more efficient and scalable than KSP based methods, including K*. XBF takes
the least time and consumes the least memory.
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It was also shown that the MRMC heuristic can improve
the runtime, memory consumption and counterexample quality for K* and XBF. It should be noted that the heuristic
was generated automatically as a by-product of the model
checking steps that anyway had to be performed during the
counterexample computation. Whether the use of heuristics
is beneficial depends to a large extent on the model and the
informedness of the heuristic itself. At this point we are unable to propose any general guidelines regarding the use of
specific heuristics.
Future research will address techniques for the automatic
generation of counterexamples when no model checking steps
need to be performed that one could take advantage from.
We are also working towards extending the counterexampIe
generation framework to stochastic models annotated by rewards.
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